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The fusion of predictions from disparate models has been used in several fields to obtain a more
realistic and robust estimate of the “ground truth” by allowing the models to reinforce each other
when consensus exists, or, conversely, negate each other when there is no consensus. Fusion has
been shown to be most effective when the models have some complementary strengths arising from
different approaches. In this work, we fuse the results from four common but methodologically
different nonlinear multivariate models Decision Trees, Neural Networks, Support Vector Ma-
chines, Self-Organizing Maps that were trained to predict radiation-induced pneumonitis risk on a
database of 219 lung cancer patients treated with radiotherapy 34 with Grade 2+ postradiotherapy
pneumonitis. Each model independently incorporated a small number of features from the avail-
able set of dose and nondose patient variables to predict pneumonitis; no two models had all
features in common. Fusion was achieved by simple averaging of the predictions for each patient
from all four models. Since a model’s prediction for a patient can be dependent on the patient
training set used to build the model, the average of several different predictions from each model
was used in the fusion predictions were made by repeatedly testing each patient with a model built
from different cross-validation training sets that excluded the patient being tested. The area under
the receiver operating characteristics curve for the fused cross-validated results was 0.79, with
lower variance than the individual component models. From the fusion, five features were extracted
as the consensus among all four models in predicting radiation pneumonitis. Arranged in order of
importance, the features are 1 chemotherapy; 2 equivalent uniform dose EUD for exponent
a=1.2 to 3; 3 EUD for a=0.5 to 1.2, lung volume receiving 20–30 Gy; 4 female sex; and 5
squamous cell histology. To facilitate ease of interpretation and prospective use, the fused outcome
results for the patients were fitted to a logistic probability function. © 2008 American Association
of Physicists in Medicine. DOI: 10.1118/1.2996012
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The literature on causes of radiation-induced pneumonitis
reflects a diversity of factors.1–22 For example, normal lung
volumes above several different radiation dose thresholds,
ranging from 5–50 Gy,1–11 have been identified as correlat-
ing to radiation pneumonitis. Three probable sources of this
diversity are 1 differing radiotherapy treatment techniques
in the respective patient populations, which, in some sense,
yield truly different predictors; 2 differences between the
outcome model methods used to analyze the data; and 3
strong correlation among the factors, with an element of
chance as to which one is selected as most important in any
given study. Typically, outcome models may take different
linear or nonlinear approaches to approximating a
5098 Med. Phys. 35 „11…, November 2008 0094-2405/2008/35„probability-of-outcome surface more than one surface is
possible as a function of the selected variables features.
The models effectively make different assumptions about the
shape linear/nearly linear/highly nonlinear and complexity
number of features used of the desired outcome surface. In
addition, the models have learning strategies that emphasize
differing aspects of the input data. It seems reasonable to
suppose that no one approach will, by chance, happen to
identify the “true,” perfectly accurate radiobiological re-
sponse surface, but that they may approximate the true sur-
face with differing biases. If this is true, and if the biases
from the different models are at least partially complemen-
tary, it should be possible to generate a less biased answer by
23–26combining their results via consensus decision fusion.
509811…/5098/12/$23.00 © 2008 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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factors can be identified as those that most strongly influence
the consensus results.
Decision fusion has been widely utilized in several areas
to combine statistical predictions from different models. For
example, it has been used in the detection of explosive
mines,27 automatic brain MRI segmentation,28 urban remote
sensing,29 blotch detection in digitized films,30 motor fault
diagnosis,31 pattern recognition of handwritten letters,25 and
various machine learning datasets.32 In all of these studies,
the fusion of multiple models has been shown to improve
performance over the individual component models. Deci-
sion fusion is typically achieved by pooling the predictions
from the different models and extracting a single prediction
value corresponding to the minimum, maximum, median,
simple average, weighted average, logistic regression, or
more complex Bayesian combinations.23–26 The fused predic-
tion results are presumably strengthened by the partially
complementary strengths i.e., differing biases of the com-
ponent models. At the same time, the fused results may be
more realistic, since features that the models agree/disagree
on are implicitly strengthened/weakened via fusion.
In this work, we create a fused model from simple aver-
aging of the predictions of four nonlinear multivariate mod-
els Neural Networks, Decision Trees, Support Vector Ma-
chines, and Self-Organizing Maps, developed earlier.33–35
Each of these models attempted to independently predict the
risk of Grade 2 radiation-induced pneumonitis in our data-
base of thoracic radiotherapy patients 219 patients, 34 with
grade 2 radiation pneumonitis. We use the fusion to ex-
tract the dose and nondose consensus features that have the
strongest influence on the fused results, i.e., features that are
most important to all four models in predicting radiation-
pneumonitis risk.
While the fused model is intended for prospective predic-
tion, it does not provide a quantitative closed-form equation
that can be used to readily interpret the variation in predicted
response with changes in the features. To facilitate this
physical interpretation, we use the fusion results as the
“ground truth” analog outcome, rather than the binary clini-
cal outcome of radiation pneumonitis/no radiation pneu-
monitis. The fusion analog outcome is fitted to a logistic
regression probability function of the important features.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
The aims of this study are to use the fusion of different
models to attempt to extract the ground truth on patient pre-
dictions and important features consensus features that are
important to all four models, and to then generate a logistic
probability function describing the fusion results. This sec-
tion describes the patient database, briefly describes the four
models described in greater detail in the Appendix, the fu-
sion methodology, extraction of important consensus fea-
tures, and the fitting of a logistic probability function.
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The four models fused in this work Neural Networks,
Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines SVM, Self-
Organizing Maps SOM were built from a database of 219
lung cancer patients who underwent thoracic radiotherapy
RT at Duke University Medical Center and were subse-
quently assessed for radiation-induced pneumonitis at
follow-up typically at 1, 3, and then every 3–4 months
postradiotherapy. Patient and treatment characteristics are
listed in Table I subsets of this patient group have been
analyzed previously36,37. The patients were typically treated
with either anterior-posterior primary beams delivering
40–45 Gy, followed by off-cord parallel opposed boost
beams, or multiple noncoplanar, nonaxial beams. Treatments
were once daily 1.8–2.0 Gy per fraction or twice daily
1.25 and 1.6 Gy per fraction concurrently to the clinical
target volume and gross tumor volume, respectively; frac-
tions separated by a minimum of 6 h. Radiation-induced
pneumonitis was graded as: Grade 0 no increase in pulmo-
nary symptoms due to RT, Grade 1 RT-induced symptoms
not requiring initiation or increase in steroids and/or oxy-
gen, Grade 2 RT-induced pulmonary symptoms requiring
initiation or increase in steroids, Grade 3 RT-induced pul-
monary symptoms requiring oxygen, and Grade 4 RT-
induced pulmonary symptoms requiring assisted ventilation
or causing death. Of these 219 patients, 34 were diagnosed
with Grade 2 radiation pneumonitis, the toxicity endpoint
for this work this study excluded 16 patients who were
listed as hard-to-score for pneumonitis due to “exacerbation
of preexisting lung disease chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease; tumor regrowth/progression; and cardiac
disease”38.
The set of database variables collected for the patients
was as follows: lung dose-volume histogram and generalized
equivalent uniform doses EUD derived from the lung dose
volume histogram for exponent a ranging from 0.4 to 4 in
increments of 0.1 EUD= iViDi
a/iVi1/a, mean heart dose,
age, sex, race, histology squamous cell cancer, adenocarci-
noma, nonsmall cell cancer, small cell cancer, large cell can-
cer, other, tumor stage 1 through 4, central/peripheral tu-
mor location in lung, anatomic upper/lower/middle tumor
location in lung, right/left lobe tumor location in lung, che-
motherapy schedule with respect to RT prior, concurrent,
prior and concurrent, post, concurrent and post, no chemo,
surgery yes or no, once/twice daily RT, pre-RT FEV1%
forced expiratory volume in 1 s, expressed as percent of
predicted normal, and pre-RT DLCO% diffusion capacity
of carbon monoxide in lung expressed as percent of pre-
dicted normal. Note that lung was defined as whole lung
minus the clinical target volume. The doses used to compute
the dose-volume histograms were from tissue inhomogeneity
corrected plans doses were not radiobiologically corrected.
Only a small subset of the variables, termed features, was
selected by the four models to predict radiation pneumonitis,
as briefly described in the next subsection.
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Construction of the four models for radiation pneumonitis
prediction Neural Networks, Decision Trees, SVM, SOM is
described in detail in our previous work33–35,39 see the Ap-
pendix for details. A brief description of the models is as
follows. Neural Networks used activation functions of
weighted features to trigger responses that identified patients
who developed pneumonitis. Decision Trees subdivided the
patient population to identify trends within each subpopula-
tion that discriminated between patients with and without
pneumonitis. Support Vector Machines separated the patient
populations with and without pneumonitis using a multidi-
mensional plane that had some tolerance to misclassified out-
liers. Self-Organizing Maps separated patients according to
similarities in features within the patient populations with/
without pneumonitis.
In general, each model was built with features that were
sequentially chosen from the available set of database vari-
ables. Since the models are nonparametric, the possibility of
overfitting is high. Overfitting implies using too many fea-
tures to create a good fit to the training data and, conse-
quently, faring poorly on unseen test data. To reduce overfit-
TABLE I. Patient characteristics and treatment details




Age in years: mean range
Gender: male/female %
Race: white/black or asian %
Pre-RT FEV 1%: mean range
Pre-RT DLCO%: mean range




















Radiotherapy dose in Gy: mean range
Once daily treatment 6
Twice daily treatment 7ting, a portion of the training data was used to check features
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dismissed features that were likely to overfit. Each model
only selected some small subset of the total available set of
database variables as features, and not all features were com-
mon to all four models. The features selected by the indi-
vidual models were as follows. For neural networks:33 V16,
EUD for a=1.0 and 3.5, forced expiratory volume in 1 s
FEV1, diffusion capacity of carbon monoxide DLCO%,
and pre-RT chemotherapy. For decision trees:35 Lyman
NTCP, V50, V60, EUDs for exponent a=2, 3, and 4, female
gender, squamous cell histology, pre-RT chemotherapy, and
once daily treatment. For support vector machines:34 EUD
a=1.2–1.4, pre-RT chemotherapy, peripheral tumor location,
female gender, and adenocarcinoma/small cell histology. For
self-organizing maps:39 EUD for a=0.9–1.1, pre-RT chemo-
therapy, squamous cell histology, and lower lobe tumor loca-
tion.
II.C. Fusion of models
The models were fused by averaging their individual out-
come predictions for each patient. The outcome predictions
breviations: SCLC=small cell lung cancer; NSCLC
lume in 1 s; DLCO=diffusion capacity of carbon
pneumonitis No radiation pneumonitis
34 185
43–83 64 27–87
1 /59 56 /44
1 /9 82 /18
15–99 64 16–127
32–111 61 11–129
4 /76 31 /69
12 10





5 /35 60 /40
/26 /18 61 /21 /18






















6.1 5from a model are analog values, with higher values implying
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model, patient outcome predictions were generated by test-
ing 1 /10 of the patients test set, in turn, with a model built
from the remaining 9 /10 of the patients training set. This
approach is commonly termed tenfold cross validation,40
where the patients take turns being part of the test set. Since
the model has no knowledge of the patients in the test set,
this was meant to be a realistic estimate of outcome predic-
tion. However, the outcome prediction result could be depen-
dent on the manner in which patients were divided into train-
ing and test sets. To reduce this dependency, the tests were
repeated with 100 random divisions of the patients into 9 /10
size training and 1 /10 size test sets for tenfold cross valida-
tion the time-intensive nature of computations restricted us
to 100 tests. In essence, each of the four models predicted
the outcome for a test patient 100 different times, using mod-
els constructed from 100 training sets that excluded the pa-
tient being tested.
Averaging these 100 predictions from all four models was
used to generate a fusion predicted probability of pneumoni-
tis. However, the predictions from different classifiers are
signed real numbers 0 for predicted pneumonitis, 0 for
predicted nonpneumonitis, using the training set to determine
a cutoff that cannot be added together directly because of
prediction scale differences between classifiers. To allow di-
rect addition, the 100 patient predictions from each classifier
were converted to a binary value +1 for predicted pneu-
monitis, 0 for no predicted pneumonitis prior to averaging.
Thus, the fusion probability extremes of 1 /0 imply that all
100 predictions from each of the four models agreed that the
patient will/will not suffer radiation pneumonitis.
II.D. Extracting consensus prediction features
Each model independently selected a small number of
features from the available set of variables Sec. II A. While
one expects some similarity in features selected by the mod-
els, methodological differences imply that not all features
will be in common. In this work, a feature is considered to be
predictive, in consensus, if it has a significant influence on
the fused prediction.
The predictive strength of a selected feature selected by
one or more of the models was based on rank reversal, as
follows. The fused patient prediction results were used to
rank patients from most-to-least severe risk of contracting
radiation pneumonitis. The feature to be evaluated was ex-
changed in reverse-rank order between patients, i.e., the first-
ranked patient exchanged its feature value with the last-
ranked patient, the second-ranked patient with the second
from last patient, and so on. Model predictions on these al-
tered patient datasets with swapped features were then regen-
erated and fused, resulting in an altered patient ranking.
Thus, a more strongly predictive feature would be more
likely to reverse the overall patient ranking. Since the fea-
tures selected by the models are not necessarily independent
e.g., highly correlated dose-volume histogram features, the
potential for rank reversal was evaluated on one correlated
group of features Pearson correlation 0.90 at a time.
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 11, November 2008Quantitatively, the effectiveness of a grouped set of features
in predicting radiation pneumonitis was evaluated by Spear-
man correlation between the pre- and post-exchange patient
predictions. The correlation extremes of −1 and +1 indicate
complete rank reversal most effective and no rank reversal
least effective, respectively.
II.E. Fitting a logisitic probability function to the
fusion results
While the fusion model is meant for prospective use, it
does not directly provide a closed-form equation relating re-
sponse to the selected features. Consequently, it does not
lend itself to easy interpretation of the variation in response
with variation of the feature values. To facilitate interpreta-
tion, the fused patient probabilities were fitted to a logistic
probability function. The fusion was used to supply two
pieces of information towards the logistic probability fitting:
a an analog fusion probability value, rather than the binary
clinical outcomes of radiation pneumonitis/no radiation
pneumonitis; and b the features deemed most important by
the fusion. Thus, the logistic function fitted the analog fusion
probabilities assumed to be the “ground truth” to the fusion
features.
III. RESULTS
III.A. Fusion of models
Table II shows the inter- and intraclassifier Spearman rank
correlations between any 2 of the 100 predictions from the
four models. Correlation was on the original nonbinarized
model outputs. It is seen that, while intraclassifier prediction
is highly correlated except for SVM, interclassifier correla-
tion is low. This indicates that the different models do indeed
have different biases.
The fusion result from combining the 100 cross-validated
predictions from each of the four models yielded an ROC
area of 0.79. The variance in this result may be indirectly
gauged by combining increasing numbers of randomly se-
lected predictions from the 100 predictions for each model.
TABLE II. Spearman intra- and interclassifier correlation for classifiers: Neu-
ral Network, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine SVM, and Self-
Organizing Map SOM. Intra-classifier correlation along-diagonal axis of
table is between any 2 of the 100 predictions from a single classifier. In-
terclassifier correlation off-diagonal axis is between any 2 of the 100 pre-
dictions from two different classifiers. The entry in each cell is the mean
correlation, with minimum to maximum range shown in brackets.




















0.86→0.94Figure 1 compares the fusion of 1–10 predictions to each of
5102 Das et al.: Combining multiple classifiers to predict radiation pneumonitis 5102the component models 95% confidence intervals are indi-
cated by the error bars. This figure demonstrates that fusing
even one prediction from each of the four models results in a
higher mean ROC area, compared to the component models.
There is little change in the mean ROC area when 1 pre-
diction is combined; however, the 95% confidence interval
progressively shrinks, rapidly improving over the corre-
sponding confidence intervals from the component models.
III.B. Extracting consensus prediction features
Table III summarizes the results of analyzing the impor-
tance of features in the fused model, i.e., the “consensus”
opinion of the component models. The table lists Spearman
correlation coefficients between the fused predictions before
and after reverse-rank exchange of features. To assess vari-
ance in the correlation coefficients, the fused predictions be-
fore and after feature exchange were repeatedly sampled 105
samples, each sample fusing ten random predictions from
each of the four models. Only significant groupings of fea-
FIG. 1. ROC area from the fusion of 1–10 randomly selected predictions
from each of the four models 95% confidence intervals are indicated by the
error bars. For comparison, the ROC areas of the individual component
models are also shown NN-Neural Networks, DT-Decision Trees, SVM-
Support Vector Machines, SOM-Self Organizing Maps.
TABLE III. Significant consensus features in fusion. Groups of correlated
features were exchanged between patients in reverse-rank order, to deter-
mine their efficacy in reversing the patient ranking. A less important feature
would be less capable of altering the patient correlation 1 than a more
important feature correlation −1.
Grouped features Spearman rank correlation
Dose group 1 Pearson correlation 0.9:
EUD a=0.5→1.2, vol20–30 Gy
0.8530.007
Dose group 2 Pearson correlation 0.9:
EUD a=1.2→3.0
0.6040.011
Chemotherapy prior to RT 0.3710.016
Female sex 0.9390.005
Squamous cell histology 0.9550.005
Dose group 2+chemo prior to RT −0.3730.016
All dose features 0.1910.015
All dose features+chemo prior to RT −0.6410.012Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 11, November 2008tures p0.01 are listed, i.e., significant drop in the corre-
lation between any two pre- vs post-exchange sampled pre-
dictions, in relation to the correlation between any two pre-
exchange sampled predictions. Two groups of dose features
show significance: group 1: EUD for a=0.5 to 1.2 and lung
volume above 20–30 Gy, and group 2: EUD for a=1.2 to
3.0. The latter group was more important in predicting radia-
tion pneumonitis, with lower Spearman reverse-rank correla-
tions. Chemotherapy prior to RT was more important in pre-
dicting radiation pneumonitis than either of these dose
groups. All dose features, combined, were more important
than chemotherapy prior to RT. However, the combination of
group 2 dose features EUD for a=1.2 to 3.0 with chemo-
therapy prior to RT was more important in predicting pneu-
monitis than all dose features combined Spearman: −0.37 vs
0.19. Based on the correlation coefficients, female sex and
squamous cell histology were less important predictors.
Figure 2 plots the fusion probability as a function of EUD
a=2, the midpoint of the most important dose range. We
have chosen to bundle the dose range into a single feature
EUD a=2, due to the very high correlation between the
EUDs in the parameter range a=1.2–3.0. The fusion prob-
ability essentially “downgrades” patients with pneumonitis
who had low EUD a=2 values; conversely, it “upgrades”
patients without pneumonitis who had high EUD a=2 val-
ues. Figure 3 plots the fusion probability as a function of
EUD a=2 for cases with and without pre-RT chemotherapy.
Patients who received pre-RT chemotherapy are predicted by
the fusion to be at generally higher risk for pneumonitis.
Figures 4a and 4b further separate the cases with pre-RT
chemotherapy 4a and without pre-RT chemotherapy
4b by gender. In cases with pre-RT chemotherapy, there
appears to be some distinction by gender, with females pre-
dicted to be at greater risk; there appears to be little distinc-
FIG. 2. Fusion computed probability of radiation-induced pneumonitis as a
function of EUD a=2, the midpoint of the most important dose range, for
cases with solid circle and without open circle radiation-induced
pneumonitis.tion by gender in cases without pre-RT chemotherapy.
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results
Based on the trends observed in Figs. 2–4, we chose to fit
the fusion probability to a logistic function of the variables
EUD a=2, chemotherapy pre-RT, and gender, as follows:
Logistic probability fit
= 1/1 + ea+b·dose+c·chemotherapy·gender+d·chemotherapy , 1
where a ,b ,c ,d are fit parameters, dose refers to EUD a
=2 Gy, chemotherapy is 1 /0 for pre-RT/no pre-RT chemo-
therapy, and gender is 1 /0 for female/male. Thus, the logistic
fit probability for males/females without pre-RT chemo-
therapy is characterized by the slope b with respect to dose.
Males with pre-RT chemotherapy are characterized by the
slope b with offset d. Females with pre-RT chemotherapy are
characterized by the same slope as for males with pre-RT
chemotherapy, but with a higher offset c. The fitted values
for these parameters, with 95% confidence intervals in brack-
ets, are a=8.630 7.101–10.158, b=−0.204
−0.245–−0.164, c=−0.802 −1.216–−0.388, d=−2.406
−2.892–−1.920. Figure 5a shows the logistic probability
fits for males/females without pre-RT chemotherapy, males
with pre-RT chemotherapy, and females with pre-RT chemo-
therapy; the fits are superimposed on the fusion probabilities
for patients with and without pre-RT chemotherapy. Figure
5b shows the same fits superimposed on the fusion prob-
abilities for patients with and without pneumonitis. Figure 6
shows the fits with 95% confidence intervals for the patient
predictions. Using the fit, a 50% probability of contracting
radiation pneumonitis for males/females without pre-RT che-
motherapy corresponds to an incidental lung EUD=42 Gy
95% confidence interval: 40–45 Gy, for males with pre-RT
chemotherapy: EUD=30 Gy 29–32 Gy, and for females
with pre-RT chemotherapy: EUD=27 Gy 25–28 Gy.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have used the fusion of four methodologically differ-
FIG. 3. Fusion computed probability of radiation-induced pneumonitis as a
function of EUD a=2 for cases with x and without square pre-RT
chemotherapy.ent models to generate a consensus on the causes of
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 11, November 2008radiation-induced pneumonitis. This approach, employed in
other fields, has been shown to be more robust than the in-
dividual component models. The premise is that method-
ologically different models are likely to differ in their biases
and, hence, their fusion can be used to reduce overall bias.
This was seen in Fig. 1, where the ROC area remained fairly
constant for increasing numbers of randomly selected predic-
tions fused from each of the four models, while the corre-
sponding error bars 95% confidence intervals progressively
decreased. Both the mean ROC area and error bars were
generally superior to the individual component models. Fus-
ing all 100 predictions obtained from 100 random divisions
of the data into training and test sets from each of the four
models yielded an ROC area of 0.79. This synergistic im-
provement in prediction accuracy has been noted in several
other fields.25,27–32
In this work, the synergy is likely due to the methodologi-
cally different approaches of the component classifiers, i.e.,
the classifiers provide predictions that have some degree of
complementary information or different biases. This is seen
in Table II, where the mean interclassifier Spearman correla-
tions were generally low, ranging from 0.19 to 0.63. By con-
FIG. 4. a Fusion computed probability of radiation-induced pneumonitis
for cases with pre-RT chemotherapy, separated by gender asterisk-females,
triangle-males. b Fusion computed probability of radiation-induced pneu-
monitis for cases without pre-RT chemotherapy, separated by gender
asterisk-females, triangle-males.trast, intraclassifier correlations were high 0.90, with the
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relation for Neural Networks, Decision Trees, and SOM
seems to imply that the 100 different predictions selected
very similar features, within each model. Conversely, the
lower intraclassifier correlation for SVM seems to imply that
the features selected in the 100 predictions were less similar.
The groupings of features extracted as most important in
the fusion, shown in Table III, are to be contrasted against
Table IV, which attempts to compile findings in literature on
radiation-induced pneumonitis. Note that the patient groups
analyzed by the citations in Table IV are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. Our work extracted the correlated group-
ing of lung EUDs for a=1.2 to 3 as most important. Since
EUD for a=1 is equivalent to the mean lung dose MLD,
this grouping corresponds to doses higher than MLD. Sev-
eral studies have identified MLD as predictive for radiation
pneumonitis.1,3,5,6,9–14,17,41 The correlated grouping of EUD
for a=0.5–1.2 and lung volumes 20–30 Gy was less pre-
dictive. This latter correlated group includes the MLD and
doses below MLD, together with the lung volume range
FIG. 5. Fitted logistic probability of radiation-induced pneumonitis for
males/females without pre-RT chemotherapy 1-long dashes, males with
pre-RT chemotherapy 2-short dashes, and females with pre-RT chemo-
therapy 3-solid line. a The fits are superimposed on the fusion computed
probabiliy for patients with x and without square pre-RT chemotherapy.
b The fits are superimposed on the fusion computed probability for pa-
tients with solid circle and without open circle pneumonitis.V20–V30. Both V20 and V30 were frequently selected by other
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 11, November 2008studies.1–6,8–10,12,42 The greater emphasis given by the fusion
to the higher dose group, higher than MLD and less corre-
lated to volumes above low doses, may be a result of the
synergistic effect of the two nondose factors identified in this
work: pre-RT chemotherapy and female sex. Our study ex-
tracted chemotherapy prior to RT as more important than
either of the two previously mentioned dose groups in pre-
dicting pneumonitis. Chemotherapy has also been previously
implicated in causing radiation pneumonitis.5,36,42,43 The fu-
sion also extracted female sex and squamous cell histology
as being predictive, though less influential than either che-
motherapy or the two dose groups Table III. Figure 4 ap-
pears to suggest that females undergoing pre-RT chemo-
therapy are more susceptible to radiation injury. Female sex
has been implicated in previous work.21,41,44 A possible ex-
planation for the greater sensitivity in the female population,
alluded to by Robnett et al.,21 is that radiation pneumonitis is
similar to an autoimmune response, which affects women to
a greater degree. To the best of our knowledge, squamous
cell histology has not been reported. Our fused model did not
give significance to two other nondose factors that appear in
literature: tumor location,12,19 and age.8,44 Mean heart dose,
which has been shown to be an important factor affecting
pulmonary function in a rat study,22 was not selected by any
of the component models in the fusion. Previous work on a
subset of the database analyzed here also noted the correla-
tion between incidental cardiac irradiation and DLCO,45 but
the fusion did not select either heart dose or pulmonary func-
tion tests as predictors of pneumonitis. The fusion indicates
that the combination of EUD for a=1.2 to 3 and chemo-
therapy prior to RT is particularly effective at predicting
radiation-induced pneumonitis.
While the fusion model is promising for prospective use,
it does not directly produce a generally usable closed-form
equation. However, the fusion does provide important infor-
mation that may be used towards generating such an equa-
FIG. 6. Fitted logistic probability of radiation-induced pneumonitis see Fig.
5, with 95% confidence intervals for the patient predictions males/females
without pre-RT chemotherapy 1-long dashes, males with pre-RT chemo-
therapy 2-short dashes, and females with pre-RT chemotherapy 3-solid
line.tion: the outcome prediction for each patient as well as the
5105 Das et al.: Combining multiple classifiers to predict radiation pneumonitis 5105most important features. We have used this information as
the “ground truth,” in place of the binary clinical outcome of
pneumonitis/no pneumonitis, to fit a logistic probability
function. While this function may be prospectively used, its
application is limited to the scope of treatments used in our
database.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Predicting radiation-induced pneumonitis by fusing the
decisions of four different models Neural Network, Deci-
sion Tree, Support Vector Machine, Self-Organizing Map
appears to produce results that are generally more robust
greater separation between cases with and without pneu-
monitis, lower variance than any of the individual models.
For physical interpretation and prospective use, the fusion
output was fitted to a logistic probability function.
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APPENDIX: DESCRIPTION OF MODELS
This appendix summarizes the methods used to build the
four models Neural Networks, Decision Trees, Support Vec-
tor machines, Self-Organizing Maps, extracted from our
previous work.33–35,39
I. Feed-forward neural network
Feed-forward neural networks is a widely used statistical
TABLE IV. Radiation pneumonitis factors in literature
not necessarily mutually exclusive.
Predictive factor
Lung volume 5 Gy York
Lung volume 10 Gy Scha
Lung volume 13 Gy Scha
Kon
Lung volume 15 Gy Tsuj




Lung volume 30 Gy Tsuj
Lind
Lung volume 40 Gy Ran










Female sex Robmodel that is capable of deducing linear or nonlinear input/
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 11, November 2008output relationships. An example neural network is shown in
Fig. 7. The nodes in the first layer input layer take in the
inputs X X1 ,X2 , . . .  and nodes in the last layer output
layer produce the output fX. Each node in the hidden and
output layer sums  over all the weighted inputs, which is
then passed through an activation function  that outputs a
response. The activation function used in our implementation
is sigmoid: v=1 / 1+e−v,40 where  is the input and  is
the response.
te that patient groups analyzed in these citations are
Study
ef. 11, Wang Ref. 41
amp Ref. 9, Yorke Ref. 11
amp Ref. 9, Yorke Ref. 11, Lind Ref. 8,
f. 1, Seppenwoolde Ref. 17
Ref. 2, Schallenkamp Ref. 9
Ref. 2, Chang Ref. 3, Tsujino Ref. 4,
Ref. 5, Jenkins Ref. 6, Graham Ref. 12,
f. 8, Schallenkamp Ref. 9, Seppenwoolde
, Kong Ref. 1
Ref. 2, Rancati Ref. 5, Hernando Ref. 10,
f. 8
Ref. 5
f. 1, Chang Ref. 3, Graham Ref. 12,
Ref. 6, Hernando Ref. 10,
ef. 13, Kwa Ref. 14, Wang Ref. 41, Yorke
, Schallenkamp Ref. 9,
Ref. 5, Seppenwoolde Ref. 17
Ref. 12, Hope Ref. 19, Yorke Ref. 11,
oolde Ref. 55
f. 8, Hartsell Ref. 44
f. 43, Mao Ref. 3, Seppenwoolde Ref. 42,
Ref. 5
Ref. 21, Wang Ref. 41, Hartsell Ref. 44
FIG. 7. Typical architecture of a three-layer feed-forward neural network. 























nett linear or nonlinear activation function.
5106 Das et al.: Combining multiple classifiers to predict radiation pneumonitis 5106Given the data x1 ,y1 . . . xN ,yN, the neural network
was trained by adjusting weights and biases to minimize the




yi − fxi2, A1
where i labels the N training cases, xi is the vector of input
features, and yi is 1 RP or 0 no RP. The error R was
minimized by the backpropagation iterative learning
procedure.46 The weights and biases at the r+1st iteration
were updated as follows:




where  denotes weights or biases,  is the learning rate, and
m is a momentum parameter47,48 term used to accelerate
learning. The learning rate  and momentum parameter m
were adaptively adjusted based on the change of error with
iterations.
To avoid converging to the local minimum of the error
function,40 the network was trained multiple times with dif-
ferent initializations of weights and biases. The solution with
the lowest error was chosen. At the global minimum of the
training error R, the neural network can potentially detrimen-
tally overfit the training data overtraining. To avoid over-
fitting, an early stopping strategy was used.40 This strategy
stops network training before convergence to the global
minimum. In this technique, patients with and without RP
were randomly split into ten groups of approximately equal
size. Eight groups of data were used as the training-
construction data set to select input features and optimize the
network weights and biases network training. One group of
data was used as the training-validation data set to monitor
the evolution of a realistic estimate of error with training
iterations and, thereby, signal early stopping in the training.
Together, the training-construction and training-validation
sets constitute the training set. During network training, the
training-construction error can be expected to continuously
decrease with iterations, whereas the training-validation error
can be expected to initially decrease and then increase when
the network starts overfitting.
The network was sequentially built, starting with an initial
network consisting of one input node, a hidden layer with
three nodes, and one output node. During the course of net-
work building, three major steps were followed in sequence:
pruning removal of an input/hidden layer node, substitution
replacement of an input feature with another input feature,
and addition addition of an input/hidden node.
II. Decision trees
The model is composed of a sequence of weighted indi-
vidual decision prediction units indicated by U’s in Fig. 8.
Each prediction unit in the sequence was built using patient
weights that were computed based on the predictive capabil-
ity of the previous unit in the sequence. The first prediction
unit in the sequence was built with equal patient weights.
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 11, November 2008The process of changing patient weights for each prediction
unit in the sequence, and computing the weight associated
with each prediction unit, used the AdaBoost algorithm.49
The AdaBoost algorithm attempts to sequentially increase
model predictive capability “boosting” by adding on each
successive predictive unit. In our model, each unit with the
exception of the first unit was the sum of the Lyman NTCP
LNTCP metric50 and a decision tree; the first unit was com-
posed of only the LNTCP metric. This choice of composition
of the decision prediction unit was motivated by the rationale
that the nonparametric decision tree component would aug-
ment the predictive capability of the more rigidly parametric,
but widely used, LNTCP metric. Thus, the decision tree
model, which is capable of using dose and nondose variables
as inputs, would compensate for shortcomings in the LNTCP
metric, which uses only dose in a parametric formulation.
The trees constituting the prediction units in the AdaBoost
algorithm were built originating at a root node, which split
the patient population into two branches with the aim of
maximally separating the two classes according to the Gini
index split threshold criterion.40 The split was considered
successful if there was any reduction in the Gini index
postsplit, with respect to the Gini index prior to splitting.




2  − NL1 − pinj,L
2 − puninj,L
2 
− NR1 − pinj,R
2 − puninj,R
2  A3
where the subscripts inj and uninj refer to the injured and
uninjured patients, respectively; subscripts S ,L ,R, refer to
the node being split, left and right branches, respectively; p
and N are the proportion of patients and number of patients,
respectively. The three bracketed terms in the expression
above are the Gini indexes for the node being split, left node
and right node, respectively. The left and right branches were
designated as predicting for injury and no injury, respec-
tively. The nodes at the ends of the branches were, in turn,
FIG. 8. Schematic of boosted model. The prediction units U are weighted
w and summed to create the model. Each prediction unit, with the excep-
tion of the first, combines the LNTCP and a decision tree; the first prediction
unit is composed of only the LNTCP. The output of the model is a value
reflecting the extent of injury predicted-a higher value implies greater injury.split. A node that could not be split was designated as termi-
5107 Das et al.: Combining multiple classifiers to predict radiation pneumonitis 5107nal. When all nodes were terminal, tree building was deemed
complete. A patient that travels down the tree is predicted to
incur a probability of injury corresponding to the terminal
node at which the patient stops. This probability of injury is
proportional to the number of training set injured patients
that have stopped at the same terminal node. By virtue of the
left and right branch designations, left branch terminal nodes
have a higher probability of injury than their corresponding
right branch terminal nodes.
To reduce the possibility of overfitting, not more than
three node splits were allowed for each component decision
tree. Also, certain rules were implemented to prevent the
model from splitting variables in an “unrealistic” manner, for
example, higher lung volume above a given dose predicting
for reduced incidence of injury. These rules were set as a
directional parameter during the tree building process: a di-
rection of +1 for a variable indicated that the variable had to
be above a split threshold to predict for injury, a direction of
−1 indicated that the variable had to be below a split thresh-
old to predict for injury, and a direction of 0 indicated that
values either above or below a split threshold could be used
to predict for injury. All dose variables and stage were as-
signed a direction of +1. Pre-RT FEV 1%, pre-RT DLCO,
and pre-RT DLCO% were assigned a direction of −1. All
other variables were assigned a direction of 0.
Model predictive capability was realistically evaluated via
tenfold crossvalidation.40 In this procedure, patients were
randomly divided into ten groups of approximately equal
size each group contained approximately 1 /10 of the injured
and uninjured patients. The model was built using data from
nine groups of patients, and then tested on the remaining
group. Each group, in turn, served as the test group.
III. Support vector machine
The general idea behind support vector machines is to
compute an optimal hypersurface boundary that maximizes
the margin between data points in categories +1 RP and −1
no RP. Figure 9 illustrates this concept using a simplified
hyperplane. In Fig. 9, the hyperplane is denoted by xT
FIG. 9. Support vector machines for a separable and b nonseparable
cases. The solid line is the optimal hyperplane separating the two categories.
The dotted lines are margin edges with maximal width 2 / 		. Points indi-
cated by arrows are located within the margin or on the wrong side of the
hyperplane distance 	i from the margin edge. These points determine the
separation hyperplane and are hence termed “support vectors.”+0=0, where  is the normal vector to the hyperplane, and
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 11, November 20080 is an offset parameter. The two parallel margin edges are
xT+0= 1, corresponding to a margin width of 2 / 		.
Ideally, the space within the margin is devoid of data points.
In reality, Support Vector Machines maximize the margin
distance between dotted lines in Fig. 9a, while permitting
some transgression of points into the margin area or the
wrong side of the boundary Fig. 9b. In Fig. 9b, the slack
variable 	i0 indicates that the point i has transgressed into
the margin, and 	i1 / 		 indicates that it is on the wrong
side of the separation hyperplane. The sum total of transgres-
sions is restricted to be below a certain limit, thereby allow-
ing small transgressions from several points or, alternately,
large “outlier” transgressions from a few points.






 yixiT + 0  1 − 	i
	i  0, 	i 
 const, A4
where 	i= 			i see Fig. 9b, xi ,yi is the data point for
patient i, with yi= 1 +1: RP; −1: no RP, and vector xi
contains the selected patient features.
The solution of Eq. A4 is equivalent to solving a qua-














N iyi=0. Parameter C is user-
defined. The coefficients i are computed via optimization.
The Support Vector Machine shown in Fig. 9 has a linear
boundary. However, for cases with nonlinear boundaries, the
original low-dimensional input space can be translated to a
higher-dimensional feature space via a basis function.40 The
basis function does not explicitly appear in the calculation if
xi
Txj Eq. 3 is replaced by an appropriate kernel function
Kxi ,xj.
40 For our modeling, the radial basis function, a
popular kernel function in Support Vector Machine
literature,40,51,52 was used,
Kxi,xj = exp− 	xi − xj	2/22 , A6
where  is a user-defined parameter. Parameters C Eq. 3
and  Eq. 6 were determined prior to cross validation
using grid search53 and ninefold evaluation within each train-
ing set.
Input features were selected from the list of available
variables as follows, within the framework of tenfold cross
validation nine groups were used for training and the re-
maining group was used for testing, with each group taking
turns as the test group. For each variable that was a potential
input feature, the SVM was trained using eight of the nine
training groups and then evaluated on the one remaining
training-evaluation group. Each of the nine training groups
served as the training-evaluation group, in turn. The variable
was added as input feature if the area under the collective
ROC curve of the nine training-evaluation groups increased.
Similarly, an already selected input feature was replaced by
another variable if the training-evaluation ROC area in-
5108 Das et al.: Combining multiple classifiers to predict radiation pneumonitis 5108creased. SVM construction was stopped if no new variable
was accepted as input feature, after all unselected variables
were evaluated through addition/substitution.
IV. Self-organizing map
Self-organizing map SOM is a type of artificial neural
network that is trained using unsupervised leaning.54 The ba-
sic idea behind SOM is to construct a nonlinear transforma-
tion to project high dimensional input data onto a low, often
two-dimensional space, termed a feature map see Fig. 10.
For our modeling, similar patient input vectors in the higher
dimensional input space were clustered into the same region
or neuron of the feature map. The entries in the input vector,
termed features, are a subset of all available factors. For
example, if the input features constituting the input vector
are “a” and “b,” patients with similar values of a and b were
clustered into the same region neuron. Each neuron in the
map contains two parts of information. The first part is its
relative physical location, i.e., proximity to other neurons,
and the second part is its reference vector or weight vector,
which can be thought of as the “typical” feature values for
that neuron.
During the course of SOM training, patients were as-
signed to neurons with reference vectors most similar to the
patient input vector. Following each such patient assignment,
the reference vector of the assigned neuron and its immediate
neighboring neurons were updated to reflect the change to
the patient population at the neuron. The neighboring neu-
rons were identified as neurons whose distances to the as-
signed neuron were less than the neighborhood distance nd.
The neighborhood distance nd decreased from a large num-
ber to 0 during training, such that the neighborhood neurons
included all neurons at the beginning and only the assigned
neuron at the end. The learning rate lr determined the
amount of information passed from the patient input vector
to the assigned neuron, which decreased from 1 to 0 during
training. Similarity was judged by the Euclidean distance
between a patient input vector and the neuron reference vec-
FIG. 10. An example of SOM grid topology: 43 array of 12 neurons.
Each neuron contains two part of information: physical location and the
reference vector.tor a smaller distance implies greater similarity. Since
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 11, November 2008SOM is an unsupervised learning method, patients were as-
signed to each neuron without knowledge of their toxicity
classification RP vs no RP.
Input features were selected by a trial addition/
substitution process, as follows. Using tenfold cross valida-
tion, nine groups of data were used to train the SOM. To
optimally select the input features, the SOM was trained
MATLAB, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA using eight of
the nine training groups and then evaluated on the remaining
training group by ROC analysis. The eight training groups
used to build the SOM were collectively termed the training-
construction set, and the one training group used for evalua-
tion was termed the training-evaluation set. This evaluation
process was internal to the training group and only served to
build the list of selected features, i.e., it was not used as an
unbiased test of SOM performance. The added or substituted
factor was accepted as an input feature if the area under the
training-evaluation ROC curve increased. SOM construction
was stopped if no new factor was accepted as an input fea-
ture.
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